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CINCINNATI, OH – For the fourth consecutive year (2012, 2013, 2014 & 2015/2016), Dolbey
was named Best in KLAS for Speech Recognition. Dolbey earned this year’s 2015/2016 Best in
KLAS award for its patented Fusion SpeechEMR® front-end speech software. Dolbey’s back-end
speech product, Fusion Speech®, also earned the 2015/2016 KLAS Category Leader award for
the Speech Recognition, Back-End category for a second year in a row. Dolbey’s Fusion Suite™
includes speech recognition, dictation, transcription, core measures and coding solutions.
This year’s Best in KLAS and KLAS Category Leader awards recognize Dolbey’s continued
success as a leading healthcare solutions provider based upon the most important yardstick – its
satisfied customers. These customers praise both the robust Fusion speech recognition solutions
and Dolbey’s technical implementation and support services. (The following are selected
commentaries that may not represent the whole of provider sentiment related to this product or
service. Visit KLASResearch.com for a complete view.)

“We have great communication with Dolbey. What makes them so excellent is that they are
proactive and responsive to our needs. They communicate about improvements and new
products. The service of the company through which we purchased Fusion SpeechEMR is
fantastic.” (Analyst/Coordinator, March 2015)

“Using Dolbey Fusion SpeechEMR, we were able to bring our transcription in-house and
reduce our staff by five FTEs. We are pleased with that.” (Director, March 2015)
Speech recognition continues as the focal point of Dolbey’s Fusion Suite of products. Dolbey
brings the power of speech recognition to transcription and integrates with major EMR/EHR,
radiology, pathology, physician practice and ED software. These award-winning products deliver
robust documentation tools to providers, enhancing patient care, efficiency and regulatory
compliance.
About Dolbey
Dolbey is a leading provider of Fusion front-end and back-end speech recognition, dictation,
transcription software, core measures and computer assisted coding for healthcare providers in
the United States and Canada. Together, Dolbey and Company, Inc. and Dolbey Systems, Inc.
offer the Fusion Suite of integrated products.

